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Introduction
The Blow Patrol is a fictional pair of guys in porn Valley who approach ladies and tell them they are in
trouble unless they find a way to cooperate. It's done in the reality format but obviously these are actors
and actresses playing out the fantasy of power-exchange when blowjobs aren't just for getting you off....
they are also for getting these ladies off the rap sheet!

Adult Review
Blow Patrol is one of those reality porn concepts that you have to see to believe - these guys run around as cops, pretend to
arrest the biggest cocksucking whores around, and then get their rocks off in the back seat to let the women out of their
tickets. These girls off the street certainly know their way around a dick.
  
  Blow Patrol is set up on a network hub - it might be a bit confusing to get to the actual site videos, so you'll want to look for
the Featured Series link. There are 19 episodes in total, with new amateurs that are ready and willing to get in the back seat
and suck their way out of trouble.
  
  Each episode has both a photo set and a video showing all of the cock sucking action. The videos are around 15 minutes
long, starting off with picking up the gullible amateurs, and then ending with making them cum dumpsters. The video formats
cover most of what you would be looking for - Xvid at 576x432 for the best quality, WMV for quicker downloads, and MP4
for the perfect portable option. Of course, if you're really impatient you can go ahead and enjoy the streaming flash. No
matter what option you choose, the action will make your dick happy with you. These amateurs are fresh faced and new to
the scene, although they do have rather impressive cocksucking skills.
  
  Along with Blow Patrol, you get access to an incredibly large network. This is easily accessed by the navigation options on
the main page, and you can browse by the latest updates, categories, pornstar names, and a few other choices that will get you
going into this massive collection. There is almost 4,000 DVDs worth of video content, and the photos to go along with them,
and 120+ bonus sites. Although Blow Patrol doesn't update, it does have the advantage of offering a rather irresistible extra,
which is worth your time and money.

Porn Summary
Blow Patrol has an interesting reality porn theme with real amateurs sucking their way out of tickets. It also offers a
comprehensive bonus network and sites which will keep you covered in blowjobs and hardcore porn for ages.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A fun site where fake cops let off the girls who can get them off!'
Quality: 87  Updates: 75 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 80
Support: 90 Unique: 88    Taste: 85        Final: 82

Porn Sites Included
All Anal Movies (86) ,Fucking Machine 1000 (83) ,Rap Video Auditions (83) ,All Hairy Girls (83) ,360 Solos (83) ,Handjob
Harry (82) ,Cum Covered Glasses (82) ,All Interracial (82) ,Anally Asian (82) ,Lesbo Trick (82) ,Wife Wants Black Cock (81)
,Anime Ilustrated (81) ,Booty Studio (79) ,Food Bangers (77) ,Service Whores (70) ,Bang My Stepmom (Preview) ,I Am
Eighteen (Preview) ,Asian Exotics (Preview) ,Awesome Interracial (Preview) ,Round Juicy Butts (Preview) ,Anal Intensity
(Preview) ,Anal Starlets (Preview) ,Anal ASAP (Preview) ,Amateur Idols (Preview) ,Pornstar Tryouts (Preview) ,Real
Blowjob Auditions (Preview) ,Lesbian Sistas (Preview) ,Camel Toe HOs (Preview) ,XXX At Work (Preview) ,Whale Tailn
(Preview) 
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